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SPAC: A Synergistic Prefetcher Aggressiveness
Controller for Multi-core Systems
Biswabandan Panda, Student Member, IEEE
Abstract—In multi-core systems, prefetch requests of one core interfere with the demand and prefetch requests of other cores at the
shared resources, which causes prefetcher-caused interference. Prefetcher aggressiveness controllers play an important role in
minimizing the prefetcher-caused interference. State-of-the-art controllers such as hierarchical prefetcher aggressiveness control
(HPAC) select appropriate throttling levels that can lead to improvement in system performance. However, HPAC does not consider the
interactions between the throttling decisions of multiple prefetchers, and loses opportunity to improve system performance further. For
multi-core systems, state-of-the-art prefetcher aggressiveness controllers controls the aggressiveness based on prefetch metrics such
as accuracy, bandwidth consumption and cache pollution. We propose a synergistic prefetcher aggressiveness controller (SPAC),
which explores the interactions between the throttling decisions of prefetchers, and throttles the prefetchers based on the improvement
in fair-speedup of multi-core systems.
Index Terms—Prefetching, Cache, DRAM, Prefetcher-aggressiveness-Controller, Fairness.
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INTRODUCTION

Aggressive hardware prefetching improves system performance by fetching data into the cache before processor
core demands for the same. However, aggressive prefetching causes inter-core interference at the shared resources,
such as last-level-cache (LLC), miss-status holding-registers
(MSHRs), DRAM controller, DRAM bus, and DRAM, where
prefetch requests of one core interfere with the prefetch and
demand requests of the other cores. In multi-core systems,
this interference can cause significant degradation in system
performance, and system fairness, leading to very low fairspeedup (FS) [1]. Note that FS is a metric that balances both
throughput and fairness of a multi-core system. For an N core system, FS is the harmonic mean of speedups and is
defined as
N
−1
X
IP Cialone
,
(1)
F S = N/
together
i=0 IP Ci
where IPCialone is the IPC of an application i running
together
alone on an N -core system and IPCi
is the IPC
of application i running concurrently with other N − 1
applications on an N -core system. We choose FS as our
performance metric as it does not overlook large slowdowns of
those applications that contribute little to the overall system
throughput.
A prefetcher aggressiveness controller maximizes
the system performance and fairness by minimizing the
prefetcher-caused inter-core interference at the shared
resources. After every fixed-size windows1 , each core uses
its prefetcher aggressiveness controller that controls the
aggressiveness by selecting an appropriate throttling level.
•
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1. We define a window in terms of # of demand LLC misses, which
we explain in Section 6.
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Figure 1: Performance improvement in terms of fairspeedup (FS) with HPAC and OPT.

A throttling level is a combination of two important knobs:
(i) the number of prefetch requests issued at a given time
(prefetch-degree), (ii) how far ahead of the demand access
stream the prefetch requests are issued (prefetch-distance).
The lowest/highest throttling level uses a combination of
low/high prefetch-degree and low/high prefetch-distance.
The job of an aggressiveness controller is to throttle
up (↑)/down (↓) the throttling level, where up/down
corresponds to the increase/decrease in the aggressiveness
by one level.
Impact: Figure 1 shows the improvement in FS, achieved
by the state-of-the-art hierarchical prefetcher aggressiveness
controller (HPAC) [2], and the optimal prefetcher
aggressiveness controller (OPT). OPT is an unrealistic
controller, which we model by collecting fair-speedup traces
of all the throttling decisions, and for each window, we
simulate it by selecting the best throttling decision (based
on the collected traces) for each core that leads to maximum
FS. Compared to a system with no prefetching, for 100
4-core, 50 8-core, 25 12-core, and 10 16-core workloads, OPT
improves the average performance by 30%, 38%, 40%, and
41%, respectively. On the other hand, HPAC improves the
performance by only 6%, 7.7%, 7.3% and 9%, respectively,
which shows a huge gap between HPAC and OPT.
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Our focus in this paper is to bridge the gap between
HPAC and the OPT, and attempt to answer the following
three questions: (i) What are the drawbacks of the existing
controllers? (ii) Is it possible to advance the state-of-the-art
in terms of performance and fairness? (iii) How to design
a simple and effective controller that can control the
aggressiveness of prefetchers in a manner that can lead to
improvement in FS?
The Problem with the state-of-the-art aggressiveness
controllers is that the throttling decision of one core’s
prefetcher is oblivious to the throttling decisions
of other cores’ prefetchers. Due to this, a throttling
decision that is supposed to perform well from an
individual core’s perspective becomes less effective when it
interacts negatively with other cores’ throttling decisions.
Furthermore, the throttling decisions are mostly driven by
thresholds of prefetch and interference metrics and we find
that these metrics do not correlate strongly to the FS. Ideally,
we would like an aggressiveness controller to explore all
possible interactions. However, for an N -core system with
N LLC prefetchers, after every window, the controller
has to explore 2N possible interactions 2 to find out the
best throttling decisions, which is feasible only for small
core-count systems. Note that the numbers of interactions
increases exponentially with an increase in the core count.
Our approach is based on the observation that hardware
prefetcher of a core, at the shared resources, either
interferes significantly or interferes marginally. Based on this
observation, for an N -core system with N LLC prefetchers,
we create two groups of prefetchers: aggressive (G0) and
meek (G1). After creating two groups, we try to understand
the interactions between the throttling decisions by exploring
four possible throttling combinations among G0 and G1
(↓G0 ↓G1 , ↓G0 ↑G1 , ↑G0 ↓G1 , and ↑G0 ↑G1 ) 3 . Through this
grouping, we prune the exploration space. To find out the
best throttling combination (a combination that provides
maximum FS), which we call as synergistic combination,
we propose a proxy metric called prefetcher-caused fairspeedup (PFS). This metric quantifies the contribution of
each throttling combination on FS, and helps in selecting
the synergistic combination. Note that all the prefetchers
that belong to a particular group use the same throttling
decision (either ↑ or ↓) at their respective throttling levels.
We make the following contributions:
•

•

•

We motivate for the need of a synergistic prefetcher
aggressiveness controller and for a proxy metric that
can provide the impact of throttling decisions on
system performance and fairness (Section 3). We also
discuss the challenges in developing a synergistic
controller and proposing a proxy metric (Section 4).
We propose SPAC, a simple and effective mechanism for controlling the aggressiveness of multiple
prefetchers in multi-core systems (Section 5).
We provide the implementation details (Section 6)
and evaluate SPAC on a wide variety of workloads.

2. For each prefetcher, we consider two possible throttling decisions:
↓ and ↑.
3. We do not consider the decision of staying at the same level. We
find that it has marginal effect and we discuss it in Section 8.8.

On an average, compared to no prefetching, for 4, 8-, 12-, and 16-core workloads, SPAC provides
improvements of 18.2%, 22.5%, 31.6%, and 27.2%,
respectively (Section 8).
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BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe our baseline multi-core system
and brief about the state-of-the-art prefetcher aggressiveness
controllers that improve the system performance and fairness.
Baseline multi-core system: Our simulated multi-core system consists of 4, 8, 12, and 16 cores with 1, 2, 3, and 4
DRAM controllers, respectively. Each core has a private L1
and a private L2 cache, and the LLC (L3) is shared among all
the cores. Each core has a prefetcher at the LLC, which sends
prefetch requests to the DRAM. We use stream prefetcher,
which is available in commercial processors such as IBM
and Intel [3]. We also use prefetchers such as GHB [4] and
AMPM [5] for our study.
Feedback directed prefetching (FDP) [6] is a single
core prefetcher aggressiveness control technique that uses
thresholds for prefetch-accuracy (ratio of prefetch-hits to the
prefetch-issued), prefetch-timeliness, and cache pollution
(prefetched block evicting a demand block that is requested
by the core in near future) to control the aggressiveness.
Hierarchical prefetcher aggressiveness controller (HPAC)
[2] is an extension of feedback directed prefetching (FDP) [6]
for multi-core systems. HPAC uses two kinds of controllers:
(i) a per-core local controller, which uses FDP to maximize
individual core’s performance, (ii) a global controller that
finds out the interfering applications and overrides the decisions of the local FDPs. The main idea of HPAC is to
reduce the prefetcher caused inter-core interference at the
shared resources such as LLC and the DRAM by throttling
down the prefetchers of those applications that interfere
heavily. To find out the interfering applications, HPAC uses
thresholds for metrics such as ACC (prefetch-accuracy),
POL (inter-core cache pollution), BWC (DRAM-bandwidth
consumed by a core), BWN (DRAM bandwidth needed by a
core), and OBWN (DRAM bandwidth needed by all other
cores except a particular core). The principle that drives
HPAC is : an application with high BWC increases the BWN
of all other cores; eventually OBWN becomes high, which becomes
the source of interference. HPAC throttles down the prefetchers of applications that are responsible for increasing the
OBWN. HPAC uses five throttling levels (level-1 to level-5
with [prefetch-degree, prefetch-distance]): [1,4], [1,8], [2,16],
[4,32], and [4,64].
PFST [7] coordinates HPAC, and fairness via source throttling (FST) [8] to improve the fairness of a system in the
presence of prefetching. In addition to the thresholds of
HPAC and FDP, it uses additional thresholds to find out the
most interfering application and the slowest application (application with maximum slowdown). The global controller
of PFST throttles down the prefetcher of the most interfering
application.
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M OTIVATING O BSERVATIONS

In this section, we discuss two fundamental observations
that motivate us to propose SPAC.
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Figure 2: A snapshot illustrating the need for synergistic
throttling.

Myopic throttling decisions: State-of-the-art controller,
such as HPAC, is a coordinated technique that collects
global interference metrics and uses thresholds to track
them. However, its throttling decisions are myopic in nature
because the throttling decision assigned to an individual prefetcher
is oblivious to the throttling decisions that are assigned to the
other cores’ prefetchers. Figure 2 shows the differences in the
throttling decisions (in terms of throttling levels) of HPAC
and OPT for a 2-core system that runs leslie3d on core0 and libquantum on core-1. Note that OPT explores all
possible throttling combinations and selects the synergistic
combination. At the end of the 1st instance, both HPAC and
OPT throttle-up core-1’s prefetcher (Figure 2 (b)) whereas
for core-0’s prefetcher (Figure 2 (a)), HPAC contradicts
(throttles down) with the OPT (throttles up). The primary
reason behind this contradiction is that HPAC does not
consider the interactions between the throttling decisions
of multiple prefetchers. OPT, on the other hand, explores all
the possible interactions and selects the throttling decisions
that provide the maximum fair-speedup. This leads to our
first observation:
OBSERVATION 1. There is a need for prefetcher aggressiveness
controller whose throttling decisions are synergistic and not myopic.
Usage of prefetch metrics: One of the metrics that quantifies
the usefulness of a hardware prefetcher is prefetch-accuracy.
In a single core system, we find that prefetch accuracy
correlates strongly to improvement in the IPC (with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.83 across 25 SPEC CPU
2000/2006 benchmarks [9]). Note that prefetch-accuracy
does not capture the effects of memory-level parallelism
(MLP). In multi-core systems (e.g., 4-core and above), the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient drops to 0.61 because of
inter-core interference at the LLC and at the DRAM, which
leads to variations in the LLC miss latency. Similarly, the
per-core interference metrics such as POL and BWN do not
correlate strongly (with Pearson’s correlation coefficients of
-0.2 and -0.57, respectively 4 ) with the FS. However, state-ofthe-art aggressiveness controller uses the above mentioned
metrics for throttling the prefetchers.
The other issues associated with prefetch-accuracy are
as follows: Prefetch accuracy (prefetch-hits/prefetch-issued)
does not distinguish between (10000/10000) and (1/1). In
both the cases, the accuracy is 1, and changing aggressiveness based on accuracy will not be fruitful as one can inter4. Note that these values are negative as POL and BWN maintain
negative relation with IPC.

fere while other wont. Similarly, if we go for no prefetching
as one of the throttling level, the prefetch accuracy will
become infinite (1/0).
Also, we find that applications such as omnetpp, ammp, and
mcf that are not prefetch-friendly5 , lose performance when
prefetcher is always ON and cause significant prefetchercaused inter-core interference. So it is better to turn off a
prefetcher that does not improve the system performance.
This leads to our second observation:
OBSERVATION 2. There is a need for a metric that can correlate
strongly to the fair-speedup and can help in making effective throttling decisions. Also, there is a need for an additional throttlinglevel (level 0) with prefetch-degree 0 (no prefetching).
For example, bzip2, an application with high prefetch
accuracy (96%), gets a saving of only 30% of its LLC miss
cycles because of hardware prefetching. So the approach of
throttling-up a prefetcher that has high prefetch-accuracy
is not always correct because prefetch-accuracy exaggerates
the benefits of a prefetcher.
In the following sections, we discuss the challenges and
explain SPAC, a mechanism that exploits the aforementioned observations to throttle the prefetchers.
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CHALLENGES

Exponential increase in combinations: To find out the
interactions between the throttling decisions, at the end
of every fixed size window, an aggressiveness controller
should explore all the possible throttling combinations. For
an N -core system with N LLC prefetchers, a throttling combination is a combination of N throttling decisions, where
a throttling decision can be throttling-up (↑) or throttlingdown (↓). However, the number of possible throttling combinations increases exponentially with the increase in the core
count, which makes it infeasible to explore every possible
combination. For example, after every window, for 8 and
16-core systems, the controller has to explore 28 and 216
possible throttling combinations before selecting the synergistic combination. A synergistic combination is the throttling combination that provides maximum FS among all the
combinations. Also to find out the synergistic combination,
for 8-core and 16-core systems, the system has to go through
28 -1 and 216 -1 non-synergistic combinations, which can lead
to sub-optimal FS. The challenge is to find out the synergistic
combination, for each window that can bridge the gap between
HPAC and the OPT with minimum number of explorations per
window.
Finding a proxy metric for FS: To find out the synergistic
combination, we need to find out the FS of all possible
combinations. We revisit Equation 1 to understand why we
need a proxy metric. To find out the FS at regular windows,
together
we need IPCialone and IPCi
for each application i
together
running on an N-core system. We can calculate IPCi
by finding out the IPC of application i for a given window.
However, finding out IPCialone is not straightforward. Subramanian et al. [10] point out that, without offline profiling,
it is difficult to find out IPCalone
of an application i when it
i
runs concurrently along with the other applications. They
5. Prefetch-friendly: An application is prefetch-friendly if prefetching
improves the performance by more than 10% [2] compared to system
with no-prefetching.
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propose an approximate solution, which halts the execution of applications to find out the IPCalone of a single
application. However, this approach drops the FS as halting
the applications causes halting of their prefetchers also.
Furthermore, this approach requires frequent sampling.
together
So if we can find out IPCalone
and IPCi
for each
i
application then the ideal way of finding the impact of a
throttling combination will be through its corresponding
FS. Unfortunately, FS depends on the IPCs of each application and IPC can mislead the prefetcher aggressiveness
controller as the improvement in the IPC may be a result of
other factors, such as reduction in the inter-core interference
(because of intelligent decisions of LLC replacement and
DRAM scheduling policies) at the shared-resources, or a
change in the behavior of a branch predictor. So the challenge
is to find an alternative of IPC that can provide a one-toone relationship between the throttling decisions and the system
performance. Also we need to find out Xalone
, where X is the best
i
possible alternative of the IPC.
In the next section, we describe our main contributions
and provide solutions for the above mentioned challenges.
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SPAC

SPAC is an aggressiveness controller that throttles the
prefetchers after every fixed size windows. The window
of the SPAC consists of two phases: exploration and implementation, where implementation phase follows the exploration phase. In the beginning of every exploration phase,
each prefetcher communicates its throttling level to a metacontroller. After receiving the throttling levels, the metacontroller of SPAC explores all possible throttling combinations and finds out the FS provided by each combination.
At the end of an exploration phase, it uses the synergistic
throttling combination (that provides the maximum FS) in
the implementation phase. The rationale behind this approach
is that the best throttling combination of the exploration phase will
perform best in the implementation phase also.
5.1

Search Space Pruning

To reduce the size of the exploration space of throttling combinations, SPAC uses a variant of hill-climbing approach, and
uses prefetch-issued-per-demand-miss (PPM) at the LLC to
create multiple groups of prefetcher. Through this grouping,
we prune the search space. Based on our evaluation, we
observe that there is an interesting behavior: a hardware
prefetcher either interferes significantly with other cores’ demand and prefetch requests at the shared resources, or it
interferes marginally. Based on this observation, we create
two groups of prefetchers: (i) aggressive group (G0) and (ii)
meek group (G1).
Why PPM? To validate our observation, we correlate the actual prefetcher-caused inter-core interference with the PPM
metric. We find that there is a strong correlation (a Pearson’s
correlation coefficient of 0.88) between PPM of a core and
the actual inter-core interference caused by a prefetcher of
that core. To calculate the actual prefetcher-caused inter-core
interference, we count the number of cycles for which a
demand or a useful prefetch request is delayed at the shared
resources, such as LLC, LLC MSHRs, DRAM request queue,

Algorithm 1 GROUPING PROCESS
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Input: PPM [0:N-1] // N -core system.
Output: Group G0 (aggressive) and Group G1 (meek)
total-PPM=0, avg-PPM=0, G0=φ, and G1=φ;
for each i where i is the core-id do
total-PPM = total-PPM + PPM (i);
end for
avg-PPM = total-PPM
;
N
for each i, where i is the core-id do
if (PPM (i)>avg-PPM) then
G0 ← G0 ∪ i;
else
G1 ← G1 ∪ i;
end if
end for
return G0 [ ] and G1 [ ]

DRAM row-buffers, and DRAM banks, because of prefetch
requests of a given core.
Based on this observation, we use a simple approach
to divide the prefetchers into these two groups: for an N core system, ifthe
P PPM of a prefetcher is greater than the
average-PPM

PPM
N

then the prefetcher belongs to

aggressive group else to meek group. This simple approach
abstracts out the challenges and works well in practice. Also,
this approach of grouping is scalable as it is independent
of the core-counts and it can explore all kinds of throttling
combinations. Algorithm 1 shows the grouping process.
Through the grouping process, an N-core system becomes
a two-core system (which is two groups) and it becomes
feasible to explore four throttling combinations, which are
as follows: (i) ↓G0 ↓G1 , (ii) ↓G0 ↑G1 , (iii) ↑G0 ↓G1 , and (iv)
↑G0 ↑G1 . SPAC also explores another throttling combination,
which is continuing with the current combination (|G0 |G1 ).
SPAC explores these five combinations in five consecutive
intervals called exploration intervals. For example, in a 4-core
system, if the current throttling levels for core-0 to core3 are 1, 1, 2, and 3, respectively then SPAC groups the 4
prefetchers to 2 groups. Assuming G0 contains core-0 to
core-2, and G1 contains core-3, SPAC explores throttling
levels of (i) 0, 0, 1 (↓), and 2 (↓) (ii) 0, 0, 1 (↓), and 4 (↑),
(iii) 2, 2, 3 (↑), and 2 (↓), (iv) 2, 2, 3 (↑), and 4 (↑) along
with the current throttling combination, which is 1, 1, 2
(|), and 3 (|). After exploring five combinations (4 possible
combinations (22 for 2 groups) + 1 current combination),
SPAC selects the throttling combination that provides the
maximum FS (synergistic-combination). Note that, SPAC
has the potential to explore the entire search space in multiple exploration phases as the prefetchers of G0 will switch
to G1, and vice versa, based on their PPMs. To exemplify
it, in an N -core system with N LLC prefetchers, we can
visualize a throttling combination as an n-bit binary string,
where each bit represents the throttling decision of one
core, with 1 representing throttling-up and 0 representing
throttling-down. Through this grouping process, SPAC explores
the possible interactions between N prefetchers. Please note, we
do not compute PPM per committed instructions as we find
small variations in the committed instructions during the
exploration of each combinations.
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5.2

Algorithm 2 BEST THROTTLING COMBINATION

Proxy Metrics

Based on the Observation 2, as mentioned in Section
3, we introduce two metrics: (i) prefetch-benefit and
(ii) prefetcher-caused fair-speedup. Prefetch-benefit is the
building block for prefetcher-caused fair-speedup. Prefetchbenefit approximates the fraction of processor cycles saved
because of prefetching, at the shared resources, and
prefetcher-caused fair-speedup finds out fair-speedup provided by the hardware prefetchers. Note that, we compute
these metrics at the end of every exploration intervals.
To find out the prefetch-benefit of core i’s prefetcher, we
compute cyclessaved (i), which is the fraction of core i’s
processor cycles that its hardware prefetcher is able to save
at the shared resources. For a prefetcher of core i

cyclessaved (i) = pref etchhits (i) × miss-penaltyavg (i) (2)
pref etchhits (i) = pref etchhitsLLC+M SHR (i)

(3)

prefetchhitsLLC (i) is the number of demand hits to the
prefetched cache blocks (cache blocks brought by the
prefetcher) of core i and prefetchhitsM SHR (i) is the number
of demand hits at the MSHR entries that are occupied by
prefetched requests of core i. Note that, through this, we
take care of both timely and late prefetch requests. As finding out the cycles saved for each prefetch hit is not straight
forward, we assume a prefetch hit saves miss-penaltyavg (i),
which is the average LLC demand-miss-penalty of core i in
terms of processor cycles. Next, we find prefetch-benefit(i)
by approximating the fraction of total miss cycles that a
prefetcher of core i is able to save ((cyclessaved (i)) for core
i. We count the total miss cycles by using penaltytotal (i),
which is the sum of LLC miss penalties of core i for a given
exploration interval.

cycles-saved(i)
cycles-saved(i) + penaltytotal (i)
(4)
Prefetch-benefit ranges between 0 to 1, where a prefetcher
that saves all the miss-penalties will have prefetch-benefit
as 1 and a prefetcher that does not save any cycles will have
prefetch-benefit as zero. Note that to ease the implementation complexity, we assume the number of saved cycles
is same for both, a prefetch that is injected just before a
demand access and a prefetch that is injected long before a
demand access, as long as the prefetch is still outstanding
at the time of the demand access. We implement a detailed
model by modifying the MSHRs, DRAM request queue, and
the DRAM bus, and find that there is marginal difference in
the prefetch-benefits. So we go for a simple and yet effective
design.
Also, note
from prefetch that, prefetch-benefit is different

pref etch-hits
coverage
.
Prefetch-coverage
pref etch-hits+demand-misses
does not consider various factors (DRAM-row-bufferconflicts, DRAM-bank-level-interference, and DRAM-buslevel interference) that can affect the off-chip latency. The
miss-penalty-total in Equation 4 takes care of all these
factors as it sums up the penalties (for some workloads, it
is as high as thousand cycles) associated with each demand
miss. Also, we do not include the effects of LLC pollution
in prefetch-benefit. There are two reasons for this decision:
(i) we want to propose a metric, which is simple enough to
pref etch-benef it(i) =

prefetch-benefitG0 [5]
and
prefetch-benefitG1 [5]
Output: best-combination
max-benefitG0 =0, max-benefitG1 =0, max-PFS=0;
for each j , where j is the combination-id and 0≤j≤4 do
if (prefetch-benefitG0 [j]>max-benefitG0 ) then
max-benefitG0 = prefetch-benefitG0 [j];
end if
if (prefetch-benefitG1 [j]>max-benefitG1 ) then
max-benefitG1 = prefetch-benefitG1 [j];
end if
end for
for each j , where j is the combination-id and 0≤j≤4 do

1: Input:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

2
;
max-benefitG0
max-benefitG1
+
prefetch-benefitG0 [j] prefetch-benefitG1 [j]
if (PFS (j ) > max-PFS) then
max-PFS = PFS (j );
best-combination = j ;
end if

PFS (j ) =

14:
15:
16:
17:
18: end for
19: return best-combination;

implement, and (ii) prefetch-benefit quantifies the number of
processor cycles that are saved but not interfered with other
cores, by a particular core’s prefetcher.
As we want to measure the impact of prefetching decisions on
the system performance, we use a metric that is less sensitive to
the unknown system effects. Also, we find that for a single coresystem, an increase in the prefetch-benefit causes an increase in
the IPC. Note that reverse is not always true.
Prefetcher-caused fair-speedup (PFS): To find out the fairspeedup of a system that is contributed by a particular
throttling combination j , we modify FS to PFS by replacing
IPC with prefetch-benefit.

F S(j) =

N
NP
−1
i=0

, P F S(j) =

IP Cialone
IP Citogether

N
NP
−1
i=0

pref etch-benef itialone
pref etch-benef ititogether

(5)
Note that, in FS, IPCalone
is
the
IPC
of
an
application
i
when
i
it runs alone on an N -core systems. Similarly, prefetchbenefiti alone corresponds to prefetch-benefit of core i when
it runs alone on an N -core system.
Across 185 multi-core workloads, we find that an increase and
decrease in PFS results in increase and decrease in FS, which
means we have a prefetch metric that correlates to the system
performance, and we can use it to make throttling decisions. Note
that an increase/decrease in FS does not always come from an
increase/decrease in PFS.
As the grouping process of SPAC abstracts out an N -core
system to a 2-core system (groups G0 and G1), we replace
N by 2 in our modified PFS (refer Equation 6). Also, in the
denominator of PFS, i varies from 0 to 1 as we are dealing
with only two groups (G0 and G1).

P F S(j) = 2/

1
alone
X
pref etch-benef itGi
i=0

together
pref etch-benef itGi
together

(6)

Note that to find prefetch-benefitsG0
, we add the
prefetch-benefits of all the prefetchers of G0 when G0 runs
with G1 in a multi-core system. As it is difficult to find
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Algorithm 3 SPAC

Adapting to phase-change behavior: SPAC’s throttling
decisions may become sub-optimal if one or more
1: Input: PPM [0:N-1] // N -core system
applications undergo a phase change. To make SPAC
2: Output: throttling-decision [0:N-1] // contains the
throttling decisions
adaptable, we use a phase-change detector that uses the
3: GROUPING PROCESS (PPM [0:N-1]) (Algorithm 1)
metric called accesses-per-cycle (APC) [11]. We calculate
4: for each j , where j is the combination-id and 0≤j≤4 do
per-core APC at the shared LLC. APC finds the ratio
5:
Explore combination C[j ] and store benefitG0 [j ] and
of per-core LLC accesses and the cycles consumed by
benefitG1 [j ] for next five sub-intervals;
//
C[0]=↓G0 ↓G1 ,
C[1]=↓G0 ↑G1 ,
C[2]=↑G0 ↓G1 , these accesses. To detect the phase change, we use the
average-APC of last K intervals and compare it with the
C[3]=↑G0 ↑G1 , and C[4]=|G0 |G1
6: end for
APC of the current interval. If the difference between the
7: combination-id = BEST THROTTLING COMBINATION average-APC and current-APC crosses a threshold (called
(benefitG0 [0:4], benefitG1 [0:4]); (Algorithm 2)
apc-threshold), then the phase-change detector reports SPAC
8: for each i, where i is the core-id do
about phase change. After receiving the information from
9:
Throttle core i based on C[combination-id];
the phase-change detector, SPAC stops its current operation
10: end for
(exploration or implementation) and restarts exploration
11: return throttling-decision [0:N-1];
phase from the scratch. Once the exploration phase is
over, SPAC uses the best combination till the end of the
implementation phase, or till the next phase-change.
prefetch-benefitalone
(refer
Section
4),
we
estimate
prefetchGi
alone
benefitGi for G0 and G1 as follows:

= max (pref etch-benef ittogether
pref etch-benef italone
(j)) 6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Gi
Gi
0≤j≤4
(7) Table 1 shows the throttling levels that we use in SPAC.
where j is the combination-id, which varies from 0 to 4 Note that level-0 corresponds to no prefetching. This addi(five possible throttling combinations). This estimate is a tional level helps in further reducing the prefetcher-caused
valid estimate as prefetch-benefitalone
is always greater than inter-core interference caused by prefetch-unfriendly appliGi
together
or equal to the prefetch-benefitGi
provided by all the cations. Before the first exploration phase, all the prefetchers
combinations. Algorithm 2 finds out PFS by using Equation start with the level-4. At the end of each exploration phase,
6. For five throttling combinations, Algorithm 2 stores the we update the throttling levels based on the outcome of
prefetch benefits for G0 and G1 in two vectors benefitG0 [5] SPAC. We find that the relation, prefetch-distance that is 8
and benefitG1 [5], respectively. At the end, Algorithm 2 re- times of prefetch-degree, is the best by sweeping through
turns the throttling combination that provides the maximum different combinations of prefetch-degree and prefetchdistance. Also, we do not go beyond the prefetch-degree
PFS.
of 8 as some of the workloads show saturation of DRAM
bandwidth (12.8 GB/sec) available per DRAM channel.
5.3 Putting it All Together
Note that a prefetcher, which is in level-0/level-4, cannot
The meta-controller of SPAC collects the throttling levels be throttled down/up further.
from each prefetcher and returns the throttling decisions Phase lengths: The effectiveness of SPAC depends on the
(up/down) that provides maximum PFS. Algorithm length of each exploration phase, and the ratio of implemen3 describes the overall mechanism. At the beginning tation to exploration phase. Based on empirical evaluation,
-phase = 3 provides the best
of each exploration phase, all the cores communicate we find that the implementation
exploration-phase
their PPMs to the meta-controller, for next 5 intervals of fair-speedup. An exploration phase consists of five intervals
exploration. Line 3 of Algorithm 3 creates two groups: to explore five throttling combinations. To find out the
G0 and G1. Once the grouping process is over, SPAC length of each interval, we sweep through various interval
explores (line 5 of Algorithm 3) five combinations, for lengths (512 to 32K LLC demand misses) for exploring
next five intervals of an exploration phase. Next, line 7 of individual throttling combinations. We find that the interval
Algorithm 3 finds out the best throttling combination and lengths of 512, 1K, 2K, and 2K LLC misses provide the best
uses it in the implementation phase. The entire process of performance for 4-, 8-, 12-, and 16-core systems, respectively.
exploration and implementation repeats at the end of every For a 4-core system, the exploration phase is of length 2.5K
implementation phase. For example if combination-id 0 LLC misses (five intervals), and the implementation phase is
to combination-id 4 provide prefetch-benefits of [0.3, 0.3], of length 7.5K LLC demand misses. This leads to a complete
[0.5, 0.5], [0.9, 0.1], [0.1, 0.1], and [0.1, 0.9] for [G0, G1] then window length of 10K LLC demand misses for one complete
SPAC finds the PFS for each combination, which are 0.3, 0.5,
0.2, 0.1, and 0.2, respectively. In the implementation phase,
Throttling Level Prefetch-degree
PrefetchSPAC will use the synergistic combination (combination
distance
with the maximum PFS, which is, in this case, combination
0
0
0
id 1 with PFS of 0.5).
1
1
8
In summary, the key insight that drives SPAC is that it
2
2
16
throttles the prefetcher in a synergistic manner by creating two
3
4
32
4
8
64
groups of prefetchers, exploring five throttling combinations, and
selecting the synergistic combination.
Table 1: Throttling levels of SPAC.
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Purpose
(A) For counting interval length
(B) For counting events (per core):

Registers
one-complete-window
(10K
misses) and Sub-interval length
(512 misses)
miss-penaltytotal , cycles-saved,

Overhead for a 4-core system
14 + 9 bits=23 bits
(2×20 bits + 2×9 bits)×4=232
bits

two 20-bit registers and two 9-bit registers
(C) For storing events (per core): three 9bit registers and one 3-bit register

demand-missestotal , prefetch-hits
miss-penaltyavg , average-PPM,
APC, and throttling-level

((3×9) bits+(3 bits))×4=120 bits

(D) For storing events (per combination):
three 7-bit registers

benefitG0 , benefitG1 , PFS

(3×7 bits)/combination×5 combinations=105 bits

(E) For storing other events: one per-core
7-bit register, two 7-bit registers and one
3-bit register

prefetch-benefit/core,
maxbenefitG0 , max-benefitG1 , and
best-combination

(4×7) + (2×7) + 3 bits=45 bits

Total overhead – A+B+C+D+E

63B

Table 2: Hardware overhead of SPAC. In (B), the values of miss-penalty and cycles-saved go up-to 2048 cycles for a single
LLC miss. For an exploration interval of 512 LLC misses, miss-penaltytotal and cycles-saved will need log2 (2048 × 512)
bits = 20 bits. For an 8-, 12-, and 16-core system, the overhead is 114B, 172B, and 230B, respectively.
round of exploration and implementation. Note that, these
interval lengths make sure that there is small variations
in the number of instructions that are committed across
the five explorations intervals. The phase-change detector
uses interval lengths of 512 LLC misses, 0.03 (average-apc)
as the apc-threshold, and 16 as the value of K . We set
these parameters empirically by sweeping through various
values. For example, for apc-threshold, we sweep values
from 0.01 to 2 in the scale of 0.01. An in-accurate phasechange detector degrades the performance by max. 3.2%.
Additional logic and hardware overhead: To create two
groups of prefetchers, SPAC uses per-core adders, multipliers, dividers, and comparators. The meta-controller of SPAC
takes ten processor cycles6 for grouping and for selecting the
synergistic combination. Table 2 provides a self-contained
description of the hardware overhead of SPAC. For a 4core system with an 8-MB LLC, SPAC incurs a hardware
overhead of 63B as compared to 34.7KB of HPAC. Note that,
for both SPAC and HPAC, we do not add the hardware overheads that come from cache replacement policy PACMan
[12] and the DRAM scheduling policy PADC [13]. Also, to
minimize the hardware overhead, we store all the metrics as
integers (and not as floating point numbers) by multiplying
the floating point metrics with 100. This saves the hardware
overhead of each metric from 32 bits to 7 bits. Note that
the logic for SPAC is not on the critical path of execution.
In terms of implementation complexity, SPAC is much simpler than HPAC as HPAC uses bloom filters for tracking
inter-core LLC pollution, and use performance counters per
DRAM banks to track the bandwidth consumption.
Changes to the baseline Organization: We place the meta
controller of SPAC beside the LLC, with an access latency
of 1 cycle. At the beginning of each exploration phase,
each prefetcher sends its PPM to the meta controller. After
sending the PPMs, the prefetchers reset them to zero. After
receiving the PPMs, the meta controller creates two groups,
and informs all the prefetchers to explore five different
6. We verify it using Synopsys design compiler for 45nm technology.

throttling combinations for next five intervals. At the end
of an exploration phase, each prefetcher communicates
its prefetch-benefits for each combination-id to the metacontroller of the SPAC. The meta-controller calculates the
prefetch-benefits of groups G0 and G1 and selects the synergistic throttling combination. Also, it communicates the
throttling decisions based on the synergistic combination, to
the prefetchers of G0 and G1. On a phase-change, the phasechange-detector informs the meta-controller about the same.
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EVALUATION

Evaluation Methodology: We use gem5 [14] simulator to
evaluate the effectiveness of SPAC. Table 3 shows the baseline configuration of our simulated system. The baseline system uses HPAC as the prefetcher aggressiveness controller,
PACMan [12] as the LLC replacement policy and PADC [13]
as the DRAM scheduling policy. Note that the combination
of PACMan + PADC + HPAC outperforms LRU + PADC +
HPAC. To make PACMan work properly with HPAC, we
revisit the thresholds used in HPAC, and we find a small
decrease in the LLC pollution and bandwidth consumption
thresholds work well with the combination of PACMan and
PADC. We collect the statistics for workloads by running
each benchmark in a workload for 500M instructions after
a fast-forward of 20B instructions and warm-up of 500M
instructions, which is similar to the methodology used in
[15] and [16]. A workload terminates when the slowest
benchmark completes 500M instructions.
Workload selection: Table 4 classifies 25 benchmarks (from
SPEC CPU 2000/2006 benchmark suite) into 3 types (T1,
T2, and T3), based on their nature of prefetch-benefit curves.
A prefetch-benefit curve is a curve that shows the change
in the prefetch-benefits with the change in the throttling
levels - from lower level to the higher level. A benchmark
is memory-intensive if the number of L3 misses per kilo
instructions (MPKI) is greater than 1 [2] and a benchmark
is prefetch friendly if the performance improvement with
prefetching is more than 10%. Table 5 shows 13 different
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4throttling-level=+ve/-ve,
4prefetch-benefit=constant
4throttling-level=+ve/-ve,
4prefetch-benefit=+ve/-ve
Irregular, neither T1 nor T2

Benchmarks and their Types
T1: gromacs, sjeng, bzip2, namd, hmmer
T2: calculix, zeusmp, lbm, mesa, wupwise, libquantum, soplex, mgrid, bwaves, swim
T3: art, ammp, omnetpp, galgel, h264ref, twolf, mcf, milc, leslie3d, GemsFDTD

Table 4: Classification of SPEC CPU 2000/2006 benchmarks. We embolden the memory-intensive ones, and we italicized
the benchmarks with accuracy > 0.7.
Processor
L1 D/I, L2
Shared L3
MSHRs
Cache
line
size
Replacement
policy
Per-core
L3
prefetcher
Coherence
Protocol
On-chip
interconnect
DRAM
controller
DRAM bus
DRAM

4/8/12/16-cores, 3.7 GHz, out of order
32 KB (4 way), 256KB (8 way)
8/16/32/64 MB for 4/8/12/16 cores
with 16/16/32/32 way
16, 16, 64/128/256/512 MSHRs
at L1, L2, L3 with 4/8/12/16 cores
64B in L1, L2 and L3

ISi =

WS =

Streaming, 32 streams with degree = 4
and distance = 64
MOESI
Crossbar
1/2/3/4 controllers for 4/8/12/16cores,
Open Row, 64 read/write queues,
PADC [13], drain-when-full
split-transaction, 800 MHz, BL=8
DDR3 1600 MHz (11-11-11)
2 Ranks/Channel and 8 Banks/Rank,
Max bandwidth/channel – 12.8 GB/sec

All-T1, All-T2, All-T3
0.75T1-0.25T2, 0.75T1-0.25T3,
0.75T2-0.25T3, 0.75T3-0.25T2,
0.75T3-0.25T1, 0.75T2-0.25T1
0.5T1-0.5T2, 0.5T1-0.5T3,
0.5T2-0.5T3
Random

Table 5: 13 categories of multi-programmed WL mixes.
xT1-yT2 corresponds to a mix that contains x fraction of
T1 benchmarks and y fraction of T2 benchmarks.
categories of workload (WL) mixes that we create by mixing
the benchmarks based on the above 3 types. To evaluate our
mechanism, we create 100 4-core, 50 8-core, 25 12-core, and
10 16-core WLs that are distributed almost equally across
thirteen categories.
Performance and fairness metrics: Apart from FS, which
is our primary performance metric, we also use weightedspeedup (WS) [17] to quantify the effectiveness of SPAC.
To measure the bandwidth consumption, we use DRAM
bus accesses per kilo instructions (BPKI) [6]. To evaluate
the degree of unfairness with SPAC, we use the metric
unfairness [18]. We calculate unfairness (UF) as the ratio of
the maximum slowdown to the minimum slowdown of
applications that are running simultaneously. We also report
the system power consumption by breaking it into CPU
and DRAM power consumption. We define these metrics

CP I together
i
CP I alone
i

N
−1
X
i=0

LRU at L1/L2, PACMan [12] at L3

Table 3: Parameters of the simulated system.

M1, M2, M3
M4, M5,
M6, M7,
M8, M9
M10, M11,
M12
M13

as follows:

UF =
together

(8)

IP Citogether
IP Cialone

max{IS0 , ..., ISN −1 }
min{IS0 , ..., ISN −1 }

(9)

(10)

together

are the IPC and CPI of core i
and CPIi
IPCi
when it runs along with other N -1 applications on a multicore system of N cores. IPCalone
and CPIalone
are the IPC
i
i
and CPI of core i when it runs alone on a multi-core system
of N cores. IS corresponds to individual slowdown.
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R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate SPAC with HPAC and PFST in
terms of FS, WS, unfairness, BPKI, and power consumption
for a wide variety of 185 WLs. Due to space limitations, we
analyze only the 4-core WLs in detail. Note that, we compare
SPAC with PFST for 4-core WLs only as HPAC outperforms
PFST for more than 88% of the 8-,12-, and 16-core WLs that
we study. For 4-core WLs, HPAC outperforms PFST on 55
out of 100 WLs.
8.1

Overall Results

This section provides the results for 185 WLs that we use
to study the effectiveness of SPAC. Table 6 shows the
overall results in terms of FS and BPKI for 4-core to 16-core
systems. SPAC outperforms HPAC on all the 185 WLs
with an average FS improvement of 15.3% and a max/min
improvement of 31%/3%. The performance improvement
comes with a modest improvement in the BPKI, which
is less than 2%. Compared to NOPF, SPAC provides an
improvement of 21.1% with a maximum improvement of
4core(100 WLs)
Over NOPF
Over HPAC
8-core (50 WLs)
Over NOPF
Over HPAC
12-core (25 WLs)
Over NOPF
Over HPAC
16-core (10 WLs)
Over NOPF
Over HPAC

FS
18.2% (39%)
12.3% (30%)

BPKI
7% (11%)
1.9% (4%)

22.5% (31%)
14.9% (23%)

7.1% (13%)
1.4% (2.8%)

31.6% (41%)
18.3% (30.5%)

8.7% (12.2%)
2.1% (5.1%)

27.2% (46%)
17.5% (31%)

6.6% (11%)
1.8% (5.6%)

Table 6: Summary of average (max) improvements with
SPAC.
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G0

G1

Unfairness: In terms of unfairness, compared to HPAC,
SPAC provides additional reduction of 14.1%. The main
reason behind this reduction is that SPAC throttles down
the memory-intensive benchmarks of T2 and T3 types,
which contribute little to the PFS. The maximum slowdown
that we observe for an application is 4.3%, which comes
from a 4-core WL consisting of omnetpp, libquantum,
bwaves and milc, where libquantum and bwaves get
individual performance improvements of 20% causing a
slowdown of 4.3% for milc.
Power consumption: In terms of power consumption, on
an average, compared to HPAC, SPAC reduces the DRAM
power consumption by 5.6%. The primary reason for this
behavior is the usage of throttling-level 0 (no prefetching)
for T3 benchmarks such as omnetpp and mcf, and also
the reduction in the inter-core interference at the LLC.
However, SPAC increases the CPU power consumption by
4.4% as the benchmarks that are getting benefitted with
hardware prefetching run at throttling-level 4. This results
in reduction of the LLC misses, which improves the CPU
utilization and also the CPU power consumption.
In summary, SPAC outperforms HPAC in terms FS,
WS, fairness, and BPKI. The primary reason behind this
performance is that for 4-, 8-, 12-, and 16-core workloads, SPAC’s
throttling decisions match with 69%, 64%, 70%, and 60% of the
OPT’s decisions, respectively, whereas HPAC’s decisions match
only with 37%, 29%, 22%, and 24% of the OPT’s decisions,
respectively.
8.2

Some Interesting Results

HPAC+PFS+level-0: So far, we consider HPAC does not
have a level-0. However, for better understanding, we
add an additional level (level-0 with no prefetching) to
HPAC. Also, we explore a different version of HPAC, where
HPAC’s decisions are based on the PFS and the thresholds
for different metrics. With these changes, HPAC performs a
bit better, and it bridges the gap between SPAC and itself by
additional 3.7%. The objective of this experiment is to show
that coordination indeed plays an important role.
Addition of per-core local feedback: We study the effect

1.28
1.23
1.18
1.13

Geomean
1.08

WL97

WL93

WL89

WL85

WL81

WL77

WL73

WL69

WL65

WL61

WL57

WL53

WL49

WL45

WL41

WL37

WL33

WL29

WL25

WL21

WL17

WL9

WL13

WL5

1.03
WL1

46% (for a 16-core WL that consists of applications of type
T3). Out of 185 WLs, HPAC performs worse than NOPF for
29 WLs whereas SPAC outperforms NOPF for all the 185
WLs. The 29 WLs where HPAC performs worse, belong to
WL mixes of type M11, M8, M12, and M7.
Weighted speedup: The primary aim of SPAC is to improve
FS of a system but it outperforms HPAC in terms of WS
also. Compared to HPAC, SPAC provides an additional
average (geomean) improvement of 8.1% with max/min
improvement of 13.2%/2.1%. Out of 185 WLs, 98 WLs show
a trend where the scale of improvement in FS is similar
to the scale of improvement in WS. However, for the rest,
SPAC focuses more on fairness, which causes an 8.1%
improvement in WS in contrast to a 15.3% improvement
in FS. If fairness is not the major concern then a modified
SPAC can be used to improve WS. We modify line no. 13
of Algorithm 2 with prefetcher-caused weighted-speedup
(PWS) and define PWS for a combination-id j as follows:
max-benefitG1
G0
PWS (j ) = max-benefit
benefit [j] + benefit [j]

1.33

Figure 3: SPAC over HPAC across 100 4-core WLs. The
Y-axis shows the performance improvement achieved by
SPAC over HPAC.
of adding a local (per-core) feedback controller that can
control the aggressiveness on the basis of improvement in
per-core prefetch-benefits. We find that an addition of local
feedback on top of SPAC improves FS by 1.66% only. This
is an important insight as SPAC is able to do the job of both
the global and local controller and there is no need of local
controller like FDP, which is used as part of HPAC.
Impact on throughput: The main objective of SPAC is
to improve the fair-speedup. However, if P
the objective is
to improve the system throughput only ( IPC) then the
current version of SPAC provides an improvement of 11.9%
over HPAC. SPAC can be modified for throughput only
by modifying the PFS as summation of prefetch-benefitstogether. This modification improves throughput by 17.62%.
A hybrid version of SPAC can also be used based on the user
and system requirements.
8.3

Analysis of 4-core WLs

In this section, we provide a detailed analysis of 4-core WLs.
Our observations are as follows:
Figure 3 shows the effectiveness of SPAC over HPAC in
terms of FS for 100 4-core WLs. The WLs are sorted in an
ascending order based on their performance improvement.
Compared to HPAC, SPAC provides an average (geomean)
improvement of 12.3% with a max/min improvement of
30%/3%.
1. Out of 100 4-core WLs, 44 WLs show an improvement
of more than 12.3% (the average) and only 5 WLs show
marginal improvement (less than 5%). Figure 4 shows the
performance improvement for different kinds of 4-core WLs
over no prefetching. Compared to HPAC, WL mix of types
M2, M6, and M8 are the major gainers with performance
improvement of 19%, 18%, and 16%, respectively. WL mix
that consists of all the benchmarks of T1 types show the
minimum improvement of 3.2%. As T3 contains benchmarks of irregular behavior, the synergistic throttling of
SPAC plays an important role. For WL mix of type M5
(0.75T1-0.25T3), SPAC outperforms HPAC marginally
(less than 4%) as 3/4th of the applications are not affected
by their own throttling decisions and the 4% improvement
comes from the usage of throttling-level 4 with prefetchdegree 8. There are WL mixes, where the performance
difference between SPAC and OPT is high, and we analyze
the reasons for this behavior in Section 8.7.
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1.4
1.35
1.3
1.25
1.2
1.15
1.1
1.05
1

HPAC

SPAC

OPT

Higher the better

Reduction in interference count
(in %) compared to HPAC

Figure 4: Performance improvement for 13 categories of
4-core WL mixes, normalized to no prefetching.
29

LLC

DRAM

Higher the better

Level-0 and Level-4

Synergistic combination

Phase-change detector

Figure 6: Contribution of each component in the performance of SPAC over HPAC.

24
19
14
9

4

Figure 5: Reduction in LLC and DRAM interference-count
(in %) compared to HPAC.
For WL mixes that belong to M4 (0.75T1-0.25T2) and
M5 (0.75T1-0.25T3) categories, the performance of PFST
approaches to the performance of SPAC if the WL contains
only one prefetcher, which belongs to the aggressive group.
For WLs with multiple aggressive prefetchers, SPAC outperforms PFST.
2. Figure 5 shows the reduction in the inter-core
prefetcher-caused interference count at the LLC and DRAM.
For LLC, we count the number of inter-core cache pollution and for DRAM, we count the number of row-bufferconflicts, bank-level-interferences, and bus level interference
because of a prefetcher. On an average, compared to HPAC,
SPAC reduces the count of inter-core prefetcher-caused interference by 8.3% at the LLC and 18.5% at the DRAM. This
reduction in the interference-count translates into the 12.3%
of performance improvement compared to HPAC.
8.4

PFS
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50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Comparison with HPAC and PFST

In terms of synergistic combinations, For 4-core WLs,
HPAC’s throttling combinations matches with OPT for 37%
of the time, whereas SPAC’s combinations matches with
OPT for 69% of the time. We provide some of the key
insights that help in understanding the differences between
SPAC and HPAC, and PFST.
1. Coarse-grained decisions: Apart from the differences
in synergistic combinations, one of the key insights that
differentiate SPAC from HPAC is that HPAC throttles down
the prefetchers of applications that cross the thresholds
of interference metrics that quantify the bandwidth consumption, such as BWC and OBWN, whereas SPAC does
not throttle them down as long as the throttling decisions
improve the PFS of system. Similarly, there are scenarios
where HPAC throttles up prefetchers of applications with
high prefetch accuracy and low bandwidth consumption
but SPAC throttles them down if they provide low PFS. Out
of 100 4-core WLs, we observe these kinds of scenarios in 96
WLs.

2. Adapting to phase-changes: Out of 25 SPEC CPU
benchmarks that we study, 11 benchmarks undergo phasechanges during their concurrent execution with other benchmarks. On a phase-change, on an average, HPAC takes
around six implementation phases to recover7 from a phase
change, whereas SPAC recovers from a phase change in
the next two implementation phases. Also, the addition of
throttling level 0 helps SPAC during the phase changes.
For example, in case of milc, there are phase changes
that cause zero prefetch-benefits for a period of 50M LLC
misses. In this case, SPAC throttles down milc to the level 0
(no prefetching), whereas HPAC continues prefetching with
prefetch degree of 1.
3. Engineering cost and effort: FDP, the local controller of
HPAC requires tuning of six per-core thresholds [6], HPAC
[2] requires tuning of additional four per-core thresholds,
and PFST requires tuning of additional seven thresholds
for FST [8], which leads to tuning of 17 thresholds. When
we change the system parameters (such as LLC size, MSHR
entries, and DRAM row size), re-tuning procedure becomes
non-trivial and demands significant engineering cost and
effort. On the other hand, SPAC uses only two thresholds:
apc-threshold and the value of K that is used with the phasechange detector. Note that we do not add the effort required
to set the window length, which is common in both HPAC
and SPAC.

8.5

Resilient SPAC

Apart from stream prefetcher, we apply SPAC on GHBPC/DC and AMPM prefetching techniques. Compared to
HPAC, SPAC provides an average improvement of 11%, and
9.8% for GHB-based and AMPM prefetchers, respectively.
Please note that, we chose AMPM as AMPM outperforms
one of the recent techniques, called sandbox prefetching [19]
on 70.8% (131/185) of the workloads. However, Sandbox
is better for single-core workloads. Similarly, we study the
effect of LLC replacement policies such as LRU and SHiP
[20], and DRAM scheduling policies such as TCM [21] and
BLISS [22]. The effectiveness of SPAC remains unaffected,
and it provides at-least 9% performance improvement over
HPAC.
7. Number of phases needed to match with the OPT’s combinations.
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8.6

Contribution of individual components

Figure 6 shows the components that are responsible for better performance improvement with SPAC when compared
with HPAC. On an average, the usage of synergistic combination provides a contribution of 72.4% on the overall performance improvement. Phase-change detector contributes
marginally (5%). For this experiment, we run SPAC by
removing one selected component, and find the difference
in performance when it runs with all five components. For
example, to find out the contribution of synergistic combination, we run SPAC by selecting a random combination as
the best combination, and find the difference in performance
when we use synergistic combination.
8.7

Comparison with OPT

In this section, we explain the reasons behind the performance gap between SPAC and OPT. On an average, across
185WLs, SPAC’s synergistic combinations matches with the
OPT’s synergistic combinations for 63% of the time. There
are WLs, where SPAC matches with the OPT’s synergistic
combinations for 94% of the time but there are also WLs
for which SPAC matches to the OPT’s combinations for 49%
of the time. This difference results in the fair-speedup gap
between SPAC and OPT. There are two primary reasons
for this: (i) phase-change behavior, and (ii) foothills and
plateaus.
1. Phase-change behavior: Though SPAC uses a phasechange detector, it still suffers from the phase changes in the
applications. Figure 7a shows a 4-core WL, where a phasechange of leslie3d (17th implementation phase of Figure
7a) causes a gap between the performance of SPAC and OPT.
In the worst case, a sudden phase change in the applications’
behavior causes SPAC to take four to five implementation
phases to recover. The primary reason for this behavior
is that, the average accuracy of the phase-change detector
is 88.57%. On an average, the detector detects the phase
change once in 61 exploration-phases and an inaccurate
detector causes a maximum 3.2% reduction in the SPAC’s
performance.
2. Foothills and plateaus: We find, the prefetch-benefit
curves of most of the applications when run along with
other applications, are non-convex 8 . A prefetch-benefit curve
is a curve that shows the change in the prefetch-benefits
with the change in the throttling levels - from lower level
to the higher level. As the WLs exhibit non-convexity,
there are multiple foothills and plateaus in the exploration
space. Foothills are the local maximas at which all the throttling combinations explored by SPAC provide less prefetchbenefits than the current throttling combination but there
are other combinations that provide more prefetch benefits,
which SPAC does not explore. Similarly plateaus are the local
maximas at which all the throttling combinations of a given
exploration phase provide same prefetch benefits. Figure 7b
shows one of the instances of foothills and plateaus and how
it affects SPAC’s performance. Note that a phase-change
detector won’t be helpful in this case as all the applications
would be running in their respective stable phases. So if a
8. A prefetch-benefit curve is convex if it lies on one side of each of
its tangent lines [23].

WL is stuck in the local maxima then the recovery time (time
taken in terms of exploration phase to come out of the local
maxima) is the key. In the worst case, SPAC gets stuck in the
local maxima till the next phase-change of an application or
till a different grouping of applications is created (which is
7 exploration phases, on an average).
To minimize the number of occurrences in which SPAC
gets stuck at the local maximas, we try to provide the notion
of history for each combination. For a given combination,
we calculate the prefetch-benefit by finding the average of
the prefetch-benefits of current exploration phase and the
previous exploration phase. This modification does help
some of the WLs but overall provides a marginal improvement of 0.85% over the proposed SPAC.
The good ones: There are WLs of type M2, M4, and M10,
where SPAC bridges the gap between itself and OPT significantly. These WLs contain mostly the applications that
show convexity and have only one or two local maximas in
the entire execution of the WL.
8.8

Sensitivity and Scalability Analysis

Why 2-groups works well? Figure 8a shows the fraction
of synergistic combinations selected by HPAC and SPAC
normalized to OPT. Figure 8b shows the corresponding
benefits in terms of fair-speedup normalized to no
prefetching. From Figure 8a, we can see that HPAC is not
able to select 40% of the OPT’s combinations, whereas SPAC
is able to select more than 60% of the OPT’s combinations.
To understand the utility of the grouping process, we create
3 groups and 4 groups, and compare it with the 2 groups.
To create 3 and 4 groups, we divide PPM into 3 and 4 zones,
respectively.
From Figure 8a and Figure 8b, we can see that 4-groups
is able to explore more synergistic combinations for 4-core,
8-core, and 12-core systems. However, the selection of
more synergistic combinations does not translate into the
improvement in fair-speedup. The primary reason for this
is the exploration time (time spent in the exploration phase).
Note that this is a shortcoming of the implementation and a
better implementation of the proposed idea could result in
better performance gains.
In case of 2-groups, at the beginning of an exploration
phase, SPAC selects the synergistic combination in 5 exploration
intervals. That is the system goes through four non-synergistic
combinations (as one out of five is the synergistic combination) to
find one synergistic combination. Similarly, in case of 4-groups,
the system goes through 17 exploration intervals, which forces the
system to be in the less-synergistic combination for 16 exploration
intervals (40K LLC misses), which is huge.
Sensitivity to the system parameters: For sensitivity
studies, we analyze the effect of change in LLC size from
8MB to 16MB and 32MB, and at the DRAM, the effect of
change in the DRAM row size and number of DRAM banks.
We also vary the number of DRAM controllers. Compared
to HPAC, SPAC provides a performance improvement of
14% and 15.8% for 16MB and 32MB LLC, respectively.
We observe a similar behavior for changes in DRAM
parameter with an improvement of more than 12.7%
across different configurations. The primary reason behind
this improvement is the efficient usage of the DRAM
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Figure 7: Throttling combinations over multiple implementation phases. Y-axis: 16 possible throttling combinations for
a 4-core WL, which we visualize as a 4-bit binary string (values ranging from 0 to 15), with 0 corresponds to throttling
down the prefetchers of all the cores (↓↓↓↓), and 15 corresponds to throttling up the prefetchers of all the cores (↑↑↑↑).
Local maximas and phase-changes cause a performance difference of ≥3% between SPAC and OPT. In all other cases,
the difference is < 3%.
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Figure 8: (a) Fraction of optimal exploration space covered by HPAC and SPAC, normalized to OPT. (b) Comparison of
HPAC, SPAC, and OPT in terms of fair-speedup, normalized to no prefetching.
bandwidth.
Effect of one more throttling decision: Apart from ↑ and
↓, we also explore one more throttling decision, which
is “to stay at the same level” (|). With this addition, SPAC
explores nine throttling combinations (23 + 1 combination
communicated by individual prefetchers). 23 combinations
come from 3 possible decisions for groups G0 and G1. We
find that the usage of five combinations outperform nine
combinations in 172 WLs.
Inaccurate prefetch requests: SPAC handles inaccurate
prefetch requests through PADC that drops and deprioritizes the inaccurate prefetch requests at the DRAM
controller. For a system without PADC, SPAC can use
prefetch-benefit as a replacement of accuracy for deprioritization.
Importance of implementation-exploration ratio: In our
simulations, we use 3 as the implementation-exploration
ratio. We perform a study on the effect of this ratio on
system performance and we find that only 13 out of
100 WLs provide better performance improvement when
we change this ratio to 4 and only 6 WLs show better
performance improvement when we use 5 as the ratio.
We also try 1 and 2 as our ratios and find the ratio of 3
outperforms them.

Accuracy of our Rationale: SPAC relies on the rationale
that the best combination of an exploration phase remains
best in the implementation phase also. This rationale is
accurate for 82%, 79%, 73%, and 77% of the time for 4-, 8-,
12-, and 16-core systems, respectively. This rationale helps
SPAC in bridging the gap between HPAC and the OPT.
Accuracy of our estimation: The estimation of
prefetch-benefitalone for G1 and G2 is accurate for 78% of
the time with the max/min error in estimation is 17%/0.8%.
We find the maximum error in estimation for WL mix of
M12 category that contains applications such as ammp and
omnetpp.
We
also
quantify
the
sensitivity
of
the
prefetch-benefitalone by varing the LLC size, number
of cores, and the length of the exploration phase.
Prefetch-benefitalone is less sensitive to the LLC size.
We sweep through LLC sizes of 512KB/core, 1MB/core,
2MB/core and 4MB/core and find that there is marginal
differences in the accuracy of the estimation. However,
increase in the core count from 4-core to 16-core increases
the estimation error by 3.1%. Also, exploration phases
that are too small (less than 512 LLC misses) and too high
(greater than 10K LLC misses) increase the estimation
error. We find similar conclusions for the length of
implementation phase.
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Effect on homogeneous and parallel workloads: We test
the effectiveness of SPAC for homogeneous workloads
by running multiple copies of the same applications
with two variations: (i) same input sets and (ii) different
input sets. The effectiveness of SPAC remains the same.
However, in certain WLs, it degrades the performance
marginally (<1.5%), when compared to the heterogeneous
workloads. The primary reason for this behavior is that
a major portion of SPAC’s grouping process creates only
one group (either G0 or G1). To mitigate this, we use the
one-versus-all approach, where we assign one prefetcher
to G0 and rest to G1. Also, there are WLs where all the
throttling combinations provide same PFS. In those cases,
we choose the throttling combination with the lowest-levels
of throttling as it provides the same prefetch-benefits with
less interference (because of low throttling levels). SPAC
can be applied directly to the parallel workloads. However,
for data parallel workloads, it has to use one-versus-all
approach. One of the promising extensions of SPAC for
parallel workloads will be to explore the notion of critical
threads as mentioned in TCPT [24], and create groups based
on the thread criticality.
Scalability: We study the scalability of SPAC by running
5 32-core WLs, 3 64-core WLs, and a single 128-core WL,
where prefetcher-caused inter-core interference is high.
SPAC provides an average improvement of 21.2% with a
maximum of 48%. For 32-core, 64-core, and 128-core WLs,
we simulate a system that consist of 2, 4, and 8 clusters (16
cores/cluster sharing an LLC) and we apply SPAC on a
cluster. Also the hardware overhead that comes from SPAC
is negligible to the LLC size.
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RELATED WORK

This section describes the most closely related prior works
excluding HPAC. Albericio et al.’s ABS [25] is a prefetcher
aggressiveness controller for multi-ported multi-banked
LLC, where each LLC bank has a hardware prefetcher.
It controls the aggressiveness of each bank. We compare
ABS with SPAC by finding out the prefetch-benefits of
each bank and then exploring the 5 combinations to decide
the throttling levels for each bank. On an average, SPAC
outperforms ABS by 9.7% for 4-core WLs. Jiménez et al. [26]
propose a technique that uses a per-core configuration status
register (CSR) to inform the OS about the different prefetch
configuration settings. The OS explores all the possible
configuration settings and chooses the best setting for each
individual core. This work is a software based technique
which is orthogonal to our work. Similarly, Bandwidthshifting [27] is a software-based technique that is orthogonal
to SPAC. Prior proposals such as Zhuang et al.’s filtering
mechanism [28] uses cache pollution as the metric to control
the aggressiveness. Wu and Martonosi [29] characterize
cache pollution in the real system and propose a prefetch
manager that controls the aggressiveness at run time. Liu
and Solihin [30] propose an analytical model to study the
interaction of hardware prefetching and bandwidth partitioning on multi-cores.
Recently, prefetching techniques such as sandbox [19]
and best-offset [31] have been proposed that aim for different aspects of prefetching. However, their net effects

have some overlapping with SPAC. In the results section,
we show that the proposed technique is effective even for
the better tuned prefetchers such as sandbox. Note that
all these techniques do not consider fair-speedup as their
performance metric, which is an important metric for the future many-core system. The best-offset prefetcher prefetches
with degree 1 only, and in a multi-core system, SPAC can be
used to turn-ON and turn-OFF the prefetchers based on the
PFS metric.
One of the important components of SPAC is the proxy
metric (PFS) that estimates fair-speedup in the presence
of hardware prefetching. As fairness is related to the
slowdown of an application, techniques that estimate the
slowdown of an application in the presence of hardware
prefetching can be applied to SPAC. A recent work called
ASM [32] estimates the slowdown of an application at the
shared resources by estimating the corresponding cache access rate (CAR). We believe, a slowdown-aware SPAC based
on the CAR metric is an interesting problem to explore.
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C ONCLUSIONS

We presented, synergistic prefetcher aggressiveness
controller (SPAC), a new prefetcher aggressiveness
controller that outperforms the state-of-the-art controllers
in terms of fair speedup. SPAC achieves this by grouping
prefetchers into two groups (aggressive and meek),
and exploring only five throttling combinations in an
exploration phase. We also presented a metric called PFS
that helps to find out the synergistic throttling combination.
Experimental evaluations showed that, With negligible
hardware overhead, SPAC results in an average
improvement of 15.3% across 185 multi-core workloads
and outperforms the state-of-the-art technique for all the
workloads in terms of fair-speedup, weighted-speedup,
system fairness, and bandwidth consumption.
We conclude that SPAC is an effective, low-cost, and
resilient prefetcher aggressiveness controller that optimize
fair speedup in multi-core systems.
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